June 22, 2020

Top-Level Bias Against Trump Rally?

The arena hosting President Trump’s rally in Tulsa Oklahoma was sued. The plaintiffs wanted the judge to stop the rally. The judge refused. More interesting than this response is the public opposition from Dr. Bruce Dart, the head of the city health department.

He said the event would be dangerous to attendees “and the president himself.” He said large crowds in and outside of the arena would pose a risk for more infections in a short period of time, possibly overwhelming hospitals and their ability to treat COVID-19 patients.

If his concern is real, why have I yet to find a news article with Dr. Dart giving similar warnings during the 4 days of protests in Tulsa that blocked freeways and roads? Why try to stop one event and not the other?


“Pickup Rolls Through Protesters Gathered on Interstate 244; State Troopers Questioning Driver,” Tulsa World, June 1, 2020: https://bit.ly/2Yi50Fq
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